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ABSTRACT
We present the refurbished GOLDMine galaxy site (http://goldmine.mib.infn.it) superseding the one operating since 2002 (Gavazzi
et al. 2003). Data for 9704 galaxies selected with r ≤17.7 mag from the SDSS, belonging to the Cancer cluster, Local supercluster,
Coma supercluster, Hercules, A2197 and A2199 clusters are included.
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1. GOLDMine
Galaxies belonging to the various regions of GOLDMine satisfy
the conditions r≤17.7 mag and (see Fig. 1):
Cancer cluster 0< cz <9000 km s−1
Local supercluster cz <3000 km s−1
Coma supercluster 4000< cz <9500 km s−1
A2147+2151 clusters 8000< cz <15000 km s−1
A2197+2199 clusters 7000< cz <11000 km s−1
The new GOLDMine site enables to visualize (and retrieve in
tabular form) multifrequency data (from the UV to the centimet-
ric radio, continuum and line, whose list can be selected with the
”available data” button) by navigating (continuum panning and
zooming -in and -out) the whole northern sky covered by SDSS
(DR10) (Ahn et al. 2014) that is set as color- background picture.
Alternatively one can choose to pan other all-sky panoramic (X-
ray, UV, optical, FIR and radio) data-sets. At any time the coor-
dinates of the center of the visible frame are given (in degrees or
in hh,mm,ss) and the width of the field of view (FOV) is indi-
cated.
Targets can be selected by cluster, by name, by coordi-
nates (both in degrees and in hh,mm,ss), individually (marked
with a red circle) or by lists. For all targets a fast link to the
SDSS (DR10) navigator and to the NED database are offered.
By switching-in the ”show targets in FOV” option, all targets
visible in the FOV belonging to the GOLDMine database are
highlighted (white circles) and the corresponding data can be re-
trieved with ”get data from FOV”.
All FITS images that were available in the original
GOLDMine site are still available for download (images panel).
These include all u, g, r, i, z images from the SDSS, some
Johnson B,V,J,H,K frames and some spectra taken in the drift-
scan mode. Many new Hα (NET and OFF frames) (Gavazzi et
al. 2012, 2013 and Gavazzi et al. in preparation) are available.
Comments and criticism are warmly encouraged (e-mail to
gavazzi@mib.infn.it). If you make use of GOLDMine, please
continue to cite Gavazzi et al. (2003).
Fig. 1. Distribution in celestial coordinates (top panel) and
wedge diagram (bottom panel) of 9704 galaxies in the new
GOLDMine database. Objects are color-coded (yellow - blue -
orange) with increasing local galaxy density.
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